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1ère histoireO`Sullivan est le propriétaire d`un bar dans los angeles ville Bottleneck Gulch.
C`est le seul bar à des kilomètres. Il en profite pour faire de l`argent sur le dos des ses
consumers en servant de l`alcool de basse qualité. Lorsque O`hara construit son bar à côté de
celui d`O`Sullivan, los angeles guerre éclate. O`Sullivan envoie une lettre Phil Defer (Lucky
Luke #8) à Phil Defer pour régler le compte d`O`Hara mais c`est fortunate Luke qui prend l. a.
position de Phil. fortunate Luke est un grand ami de O`hara et ils font un complot contre
O`Sullivan. Lors d`un duel, fortunate Luke alias Phil Defer, se fait tuer par O`hara. O`Sullivan
s`avoue vaincu et décide de quitter l. a. ville mais le vrai Phil Defer arrive. fortunate Luke
reviendra en ville et va régler le compte de Phil Defer et O`Sullivan.2ième histoireLucky Luke
raconte l`histoire de Pilule. Pilule est un maigrichon qui prends toujours des pilules, qui arrive à
Smokey-town et qui deviendra le shérif de cette ville où il y a plus de bandits que de bons
citoyens. Pilule est très chanceux et réussit à capturer les bandits tout en étant gaffeur. C`est
en réussissant Phil Defer (Lucky Luke #8) à démanteler le plan des bandits qu`il devint le héro
de los angeles ville.
This booklet sees a reprinting of 1 of fortunate Luke’s earliest adventures, sooner than Morris
teamed up with writing accomplice Goscinny, and merely the 8th fortunate Luke story to work
out print. Morris’s caricature kind remains to be constructing at this point, and Luke has a way
to visit decide on the glance and elegance of later volumes, yet he’s nonetheless recognisable,
and the tone of the tale is especially a lot set in position by means of this point.Phil cord is a
employed gun; a perilous person who additionally simply occurs to be highly tall which lands
itself to numerous caliber gags, no longer least the place the cloth cabinet in Phil Wire’s bed
room is nailed midway up the wall so the mirror’s on the right height. Over in Bottleneck Gulch
a prosperous saloon proprietor has visible his exchange threatened through a rival saloon
establishing correct subsequent door, so after throwing his weight round a piece and getting
nowhere he sends for Phil twine to place an finish to the situation as soon as and for all. Phil
Defer (Lucky Luke #8) regrettably for Phil, he crosses paths with fortunate Luke as he leaves
and the letter delivering him employment falls into Luke’s hands. Luke quickly ascertains that
something’s up and Phil Defer (Lucky Luke #8) resolves to get involved, that is convenient for
the recent saloon proprietor who is going from being at the hit record to having a parent angel
(he and Luke are also, it transpires, previous friends).By the time Phil cord turns up in
Bottleneck Gulch, the saloon vendors and the neighborhood population imagine the problem all
sorted, yet Phil, naturally, has different Phil Defer (Lucky Luke #8) ideas, and so Luke has to
move head-to-head Phil Defer (Lucky Luke #8) with one of many deadliest weapons within the
West. We even get to work out a few of Phil's capturing perform inclusive of capturing at bottles
whereas doing a hand-stand (and he shoots two-handed). you could inform Morris was once
having fun with himself greatly with this one, and he’s even established Phil Wire’s glance on
Jack Palance which matches very well. You get a good suggestion from the extent of humour
already current simply what attracted Goscinny to tackle the writing chores a little while later.
It’s nice enjoyable all around and one other great addition to the fortunate Luke series.
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